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“The collector lives a piece of dream life.”
—Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project

“And from the devastation inside me
I drew this lesson;
to visit a museum is fine,
to be a in museum piece is terrible!”
—Nazım Hickmet, La Gioconda

In a book review entitled “On the Periphery” in the August 1997 edition of the Times
Literary Supplement, Orhan Pamuk—Turkey’s greatest and most reviled literary exponent—
relays with hardly disguised resignation an anecdote in which the Scandinavian editor of one of
his books repeatedly confuses Istanbul with Budapest. Instead of correcting him, Pamuk faults
himself and his fellow countrymen for the editor’s mistake, concluding that following Atatürk’s
drastic reforms1 in 1923, “no other country can ever have dissociated itself from its environment
and its history to the extent that the Turkish Republic has done” (“Periphery”). Modern Turkey,
for Pamuk, had divorced itself so thoroughly from its past that it had effectively rendered its
cultural, historical, and economic center anonymous. “The Scandinavian editor reminded me that
we were stranded on the periphery of the universe,” said Pamuk, “something of which, in fact, all
Turks were subconsciously aware” (“Periphery”). This paper proposes to delineate and explicate
more precisely those peripheries within the context of Pamuk’s most recent novel, The Museum
of Innocence, and his physical museum of the same name2.
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Mustafa Kemal Atatürk—the founder of the Turkish Republic—westernized Turkey by implementing the Latin
alphabet, a secular constitution, and the Gregorian calendar, among other things.
2
For the rest of the paper, I will refer to the novel as the Museum and the physical structure/collection as the
Museum.
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In both the Museum and Museum, one can subsume these peripheries under binaries such
as East/West, Turkey/Europe, Tradition/Modernity, and, with the extra-literary creation of the
Museum, Novel/Museum. These binaries, to be sure, are asymmetrical and nod to the West’s
power to dictate the tenor and terms of discourse by constructing spaces of Otherness. Moreover,
they complicate larger questions of orientalism. In fact, in an interview with The Paris Review,
he says, “I like Edward Said’s idea of orientalism…After the founding of the Republic, there was
a sort of intimidation because Turks wanted to Westernize but couldn’t go far enough, which left
a feeling of cultural inferiority” (“Art of Fiction”). These feelings reflect Western hegemony
over modern Turkey, and Pamuk openly says as much: “These are my essential subjects:
problems of domination and influence, revenge. Crucial but unworthy issues that come
from…living on the margins of Europe. Turning around this feeling of off-centeredness. Saying,
no, I am at the center” (McGaha).
For some commentators, this dialectic of Periphery/Center is responsible for the creation
of the modern Turkish novel. “The novel in Turkey was born in the Westernization process and
adopted Westernization as its main problematic,” writes Kürşad Ertuğrul in the International
Journal of Middle East Studies (Ertuğrul 635). This makes sense, given that modernism—the
literary movement that coincides with the nascent modernity emerging in Pamuk’s Istanbul—
troubles the relationship between modern experience and modern expression. The fractures in
this relationship became exposed as this goal of Westernization led to a shift in Turkish belleslettres, which abandoned the short story—then the dominant mode of expression—for the more
“modern” form of the novel. Ertuğrul contextualizes this seminal moment in Turkish literature,
saying,
Eminent critic Berna Moran points out that for the first novelists, like Şemsettin Sami,
Namık Kemal, and Ahmet Mithat, European literature, particularly the novel, was ‘the
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sign of a superior civilization’; they regarded the prevalent Ottoman-Turkish storytelling
literature as ‘backward.’ For these writers, the transition from story to novel was
emblematic of a change from ‘day-dreaming to rationalism, from childhood to maturity,’
in sum, ‘from primitive to civilized life.’ (Ertuğrul 635)
	
  
Turkey’s location on the margins of modernity—here documented in the reductive binary
Primitivism/Civilization—has also animated the last historical period of Turkish literature, itself
“often inelegantly designated as ‘Turkish literature under Western influence’” (Evin). Although
this label is rather infelicitous, it is one from which Pamuk’s oeuvre is not completely exempt.
Perhaps it is the nature of this formulation that is discomforting. The prepositional phrase “under
Western influence” is misleading, for it implies submission or inferiority. Pamuk, however, is
not passively influenced; he engages with the social issues unique to a changing Turkish society
in the late 20th century (Evin). And even when he alludes to canonical Western literary figures,
he intertextually activates them—furthering a dialogue, not bowing in obeisance. Thus, in
Pamuk, East/West is not a confrontational duality or as a clash of civilizations; rather, it is a site
of (admittedly still unequal) cultural diffusion or liminality. Pamuk’s novels explore this space
with nuance, delicately limning this somewhat fraught negotiation of the social. Within this
social context, what differentiates Pamuk from the other founders of the Turkish modernist
tradition is his emphasis on individualization at the level of character (Ertuğrul 644). As we
observe in The Museum of Innocence, “Pamuk represents the history of Turkish modernization
from the perspective of emerging self-centered individuals” (Ertuğrul 644).
This novel’s protagonist, Kemal, is one of those “self-centered individuals.” A member
of the 1970s’ Istanbul bourgeoisie, he would appear to be on pace to lead the successful, if
unremarkable, life predicted by his family background and social class. That is, until one fateful
day when he apprehends the ethereal beauty of a common shop girl named Füsun. Despite his
engagement to another girl “who, according to everyone, was the perfect match,” he begins
2012-2013 Penn Humanities Forum Andrew W. Mellon Undergraduate Research Fellowship, Final Paper, April 2013
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having an affair with Füsun, a Lolita/Leyla3-esque “distant relation” 18 years his junior (Museum
2). He attempts to maintain relationships with both women—even inviting Füsun to his own
engagement party—only to lose his fiancée (for the Sorbonne) and Füsun (for another man).
However, he does not give up on Füsun. He dines with her and her parents—and, rather
incredibly, her bumbling husband—for 1,593 nights in an effort to ingratiate himself to her
family and atone for his misdeeds. He also steals from their home the quotidian objects that
ultimately populate his physical Museum of Innocence: 237 hair barrettes, 419 national lottery
tickets, one saltshaker, and 4,213 cigarette butts, among other things.
Pamuk uses the struggles of Kemal and his bourgeois friends to meditate on the status of
modernization and modernity in late 20th century Turkey. Does modernity for these individuals
necessitate sexual liberation? Secularism? Or “proper” use of cultural institutions such as the
museum? More broadly, is true modernity—that ever-receding, ill-defined specter—even
attainable in this era of Turkish history? With the negotiable spaces of East/West,
Europe/Turkey, Tradition/Modernity, and Novel/Museum in the background, The Museum of
Innocence locates the 1970s’ Istanbul bourgeoisie at the periphery of the modern, Western
culture that it aspires to inhabit.
Pamuk plays with the idea of peripheries through five spheres where Turkey's belated
modernity takes on distinctive dimensions: sexuality, psychology, museology, temporality, and
metafiction. In the following discussion of virginity, for example, sexual mores are sublimated
into discussion of the modern. Psychologically speaking, Pamuk recalls W.E.B. Du Bois in his
critique of Turkish double consciousness. Likewise, museums for Pamuk are linked with
Western cultural power, and with regard to time, his protagonist’s obsessive collection condemns
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“Leyla” refers to the story of Leyla and Mecnun, a proto-Romeo and Juliet story deeply embedded in the Middle
Eastern (Ottoman/Turkish, Persian, and Arabic) literary heritage.
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him to the periphery of the present. Pamuk’s forays into metafiction—as well as the creation of
the physical Museum as a counterpart to the novel—contribute to this analysis as well. Taken as
a whole, this paper examines how the characters in The Museum of Innocence cope with their
marginality, attempting to fashion themselves as modern and Western despite the highly
conservative attitudes they espouse.
Virginity: The Sexual Periphery
For the well-heeled characters of The Museum of Innocence, true modernity demands a
relaxation of social prohibitions on pre-martial sex. This belief offers insight into the minds (or,
as Pamuk would later say, “pretensions”) of the story’s characters in 1970s’ Istanbul, where,
according to Pamuk, “sexual intimacy outside of marriage was taboo even among the richest,
most Westernized bourgeoisie” (Newsweek). But as these young Istanbullus attempt to adopt
Western conventions regarding virginity, they enter a tense negotiation between their new,
“Western” beliefs and the remnants of Turkish tradition, one that is often fraught with anxiety
about the how truly “modern” their actions are.
For context, Pamuk first provides the reader with “a few unpalatable anthropological
truths” in a separate chapter about the codes of virginity in Istanbul (Museum 61). In the words
of Kemal,
following the drive to Westernize and modernize, and (even more significantly) the haste
to urbanize, it became common practice for girls to defer marriage until they were older,
and the practical value of this treasure [virginity] began to decline in certain parts of
Istanbul. Those in favor of Westernization hoped that as Turkey modernized (and, in their
view, became more civilized) the moral code attending virginity would be forgotten,
along with the concept of itself. (Museum 61)
The aspirational Western sensibilities of these characters notwithstanding, their sexual
encounters often leave them insecure and unsure of their beliefs; as such, for Pamuk, they never
truly inhabit the Western vein of modernity. Consider the affair between Kemal—who is about
2012-2013 Penn Humanities Forum Andrew W. Mellon Undergraduate Research Fellowship, Final Paper, April 2013
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to be engaged to another woman whose virginity he has also taken—and Füsun. After Kemal
takes Füsun’s virginity, he attempts to exculpate himself from responsibility by calling her more
“modern and courageous” than his fiancée (Museum 50). By ascribing to her a certain Western
indifference to virginity—that is the idea of being “modern” in this case—he hopes that she will
not presume they will eventually marry (Museum 50). However, Kemal later realizes the
crassness of his remark, realizing, “I had suggested that what [my fiancée] had done before
marriage out of love and trust, Füsun had done out of courage and a modern outlook” (Museum
51). This reveals Kemal’s discomfort with his generation’s new sexual freedoms. That he
nonetheless feels as if he has duped Füsun, despite the fact that the modern condition has
supposedly enabled them to rendezvous without expectations of marriage, evinces a disconnect
with the modern values to which he ostensibly subscribes. Demonstrating further unease with the
situation, Füsun immediately rebukes his “compliment,” saying, “Actually, I’m not modern or
courageous!” (Museum 62). The exclamatory nature of this statement, while also signifying a
wish for the two to be married out of love, demonstrates how the very terminology of modernity,
much less its sexual conventions, makes her uncomfortable. Thus, while Füsun and Kemal could
be considered “modern” by virtue of having had pre-marital sex, their subsequent anxiety about
their actions reflects Pamuk’s broader point: 1970s’ Istanbul is not quite comfortable with the
demands of this modern condition.	
  
Kemal’s interaction with his fiancée reinforces Pamuk’s location of Istanbul on the
periphery of the modern, for his thoughts on his upcoming marriage illuminate a similar anxiety
about societal codes regarding virginity. “I had every intention of marrying her; but even if this
hadn’t been my wish, there was no question of my having a choice now that she had ‘given me
her virginity,’” admits Kemal (Museum 11). “Before long, this heavy responsibility cast a
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shadow over the common ground between us of which we were so proud—the illusion of being
‘free and modern’ on account of having made love before marriage…” (Museum 11). Openly
branding his “modern” existence as an “illusion,” Kemal is disillusioned with the disturbing
paradox he has already encountered with Füsun: that which purportedly liberates him sexually,
actually binds them. That pre-marital sex is allowed, but necessitates marriage, has almost the
opposite of the desired effect of sexual freedom.
Moreover, the novel later criticizes modernity’s corrupting influence on sexual attitudes.
Using a secondary character, Mehmet, Pamuk paints the picture of a misguided young man,
doomed from the start because of his modern expectations about sex: “And Mehmet, if he hadn’t
listened to all those stories of sexual freedom in Europe with his mouth watering, he might not
have got it into his head that he had to have sex with a girl before marrying her, just to be
modern or civilized; he’d probably have been able to make a happy marriage” (Museum 119).
Instead, Mehmet repeatedly flails romantically and appears to lack any marriage prospects.
While Mehmet espouses Western attitudes towards virginity, he cannot reach a position in which
they would ever apply. These modern attitudes, Pamuk implies, inevitably frustrate Mehmet
instead of freeing him from the traditional mores that would delay sex before marriage. With
regard to sex, the novel here sketches this society’s difficulty adopting new sexual norms and
capacity to trap one in a vicious cycle of unreasonable and unmet expectations.
The Museum of Innocence’s decided ambivalence towards the Western code attending
virginity evokes Pamuk’s belief that Istanbul in the 1970s fell short of the standards of a fully
modern society. For if it had been modern, Kemal would have taken the virginity of his fiancée
and Füsun without compunction, unencumbered by expectations of subsequent marriage. What is
more, the failure of Mehmet to marry also portrays a society unable to successfully apply
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Western sexual norms to its own, again suggesting that, despite their aspirations, the Istanbul
elite were not truly modern.
Double Consciousness
In addition to questions of virginity, The Museum of Innocence broaches the problem of
what W.E.B. Du Bois called “double consciousness,” that is, constantly looking at oneself
through the eyes of a putative superior. In the case of Du Bois, it was the white man. In the case
of the 70s’ Istanbul bourgeoisie, it was the Western man. These feelings of inferiority towards
the West demonstrate how Turkey lies at the periphery of the West at the level of the
psychological.
This sort of mental Orientalism becomes evident during interactions between Westerners
and even the most cosmopolitan Turks. The first exchange between Kemal’s two loves, Sibel
(his fiancée) and Füsun, reveals the extent to which double consciousness pervades the Turkish
mindset. Sibel—who often reconsiders her thoughts, wondering if she should say them “if
[she’s] really European”—is discussing the ethics of Turkish merchants selling imitation
European handbags with Füsun (Museum 144, 221). The discussion naturally takes on an
Orientalist tenor, as Füsun replies, “For me, it’s not in the least important whether something is
or isn’t a European product…You know how there are some people who don’t give importance
to their own feelings, and care only about what others might say” (Museum 144). Her last remark
directly broaches the phenomenon of double consciousness and assails those who privilege
others’ (Westerners’) opinions over their own. For Füsun, double consciousness not only induces
societal insecurity but also effaces individuality—if Turkey continually looks to Europe for
approval, its society, like the handbag being discussed, will resemble a poor European imitation.
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In the novel, the introduction of Turkey’s first fruit soda also presents an intriguing
incidence of psychological Orientalism. First of all, the soda’s advertisements exclusively feature
a German model, Inge, “whose blue eyes…fair skin, and natural blond hair merciless[ly]
remind[ed]” the women of Istanbul society that they would never be fully European (Museum
79). Manipulating the psychological Orientalism endemic to this society, the advertisement
eliminates the need for Turks to imagine the Western idea of a good soft drink, for it shows the
archetypal Western woman enjoying a particular brand. Sibel’s analysis of the drink’s launch
echoes this interpretation; she notes, “[the soda entrepreneur] once told me that Turks relish the
taste of a modern Turkish product much more once they’ve seen Westerners enjoying it,
too…You know it’s highly likely that…this model sees no difference between us and Arab
sheiks” (Museum 79). Even when it comes to soft drinks, Western culture—or pretensions to
Western culture—is the arbiter of taste. What is more, though this statement demonstrates
Sibel’s cognizance of orientalism’s threat, her annoyance about being considered no different
from a sheik also implies her worry about her status as a Turkish woman in the eyes of the
Western model.
Edward Said warns against such an internalization of the Western gaze. Making the
argument that ultimately influences Pamuk’s writing about Orientalism, Said says that “if…there
is an intellectual acquiescence in the images and doctrines of Orientalism”—that is, if
“Orientals” come to accept the false pall of cultural inferiority cast upon them by the West—
“there is also a very powerful reinforcement of this in economic, political, and social exchange:
the modern Orient, in short, participates in its own Orientalizing” (Orientalism 325). By
succumbing to the dangers of double consciousness, by imagining how a Westerner might view
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what they are about to do, the Turkish people subordinate themselves, compound Western
hegemony over the East, and perpetuate the problem.
This theme appears throughout Pamuk’s oeuvre. In his memoir Istanbul: Memories and
the City, he admits, “my interest in how my city looks to western eyes is—as for most
Istanbullus—very troubled; like all other Istanbul writers with one eye always on the West, I
sometimes suffer in confusion” (Istanbul 234). Moreover, in his “political novel” Snow, Pamuk
paints the picture of a tormented character named Blue, who suffers from an especially acute
case of double consciousness. For Blue, when walking the streets,
the important thing was not what I thought of him [the Western man] but what I thought
he might be thinking about me; I’d try to see myself through his eyes and imagine what
he might be thinking about my appearance, my clothes, the way I moved, my history. I
become used to feeling degraded…It’s not the Europeans who belittle us. What happens
when we look at them is that we belittle ourselves. (Snow 73)
Especially revealing about Blue’s history is what results from his double consciousness. He
becomes, in name at least, the most senior Islamist in modern Turkey. This, we can infer,
partially stemmed from the attitudes of inferiority that crept in his mind, the Orientalist thought
that had penetrated his psyche: that he felt that he was lesser than a Westerner. From these
feelings of inferiority, however, he did not shrink; rather, he revolted against this Western-centric
society and turned to Islamic radicalism. In other words, having failed to become modern, he
planned to attack the society that had rejected him. At the level of the psychological, then,
Orientalism poses perhaps the greatest threat to modernity, for it has the power ostracize and
foment feelings of resentment and violence.
Museums and the West
His engagement to his fiancée broken off, Kemal visits Füsun’s home “four times a week
to ‘sit’” as his dalliance becomes a full-blown love. Nearly consigned to losing Füsun, Kemal
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begins collecting—read: stealing—quotidian objects as a means by which to remember her. That
this expansive collection—which comprises thousands of little talismans, both ordinary
(cigarettes) and sui generis (an “East-West” pocket watch that shows the time in both Turkey and
Europe)—is referred to as the book’s eponymous Museum of Innocence is no small detail; the
museum, a Western invention, is the site of Kemal’s endless grief. This section will examine the
role of the museum as a hegemonic and recollective space; a specific discussion of Pamuk’s
physical Museum—a space self-consciously designed to blur fact and fiction—is more germane
to the forthcoming section on metafictional peripheries. In this section’s more abstract
conception of the museum, an analysis of the museum as a conduit for Western cultural power
follows. Likewise, from a Nietzschean perspective, one can say that the Museum also disables
memory for Kemal, as it conjures up painful shame instead of positive recollection of Füsun.
This underscores Pamuk’s broader point: the Istanbul bourgeoisie, unable to properly utilize this
Western cultural institution, lies again at the periphery of modernity.
Kemal foregrounds the idea of modernity when discussing the nature of museums. He
calls them vast demonstrations of knowledge that generate pride and strength in its creators
(namely Westerners). In fact, he says, “Anyone remotely interested in the politics of civilization
will be aware that museums are the repositories of those things from which Western Civilization
derives its wealth of knowledge, allowing it to rule the world” (Museum 73). Here the museum is
a bastion of pride and strength that allows for domination. In the case of Kemal, however, the
museum has the opposite effect, enervating him and bringing out his worst obsessions. Füsun,
unattainable, becomes an idée fixe, but Kemal’s attempt to sublimate his desire through
collecting only exacerbates his plight. In “On the Use and Abuse of History for Life,” Nietzsche
predicts Kemal’s degeneration into this state in which the “historical sense no longer preserves
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life but mummifies it,” railing against the “repugnant spectacle of a blind lust for collecting”
(Nietzsche 21). In the modern, Western sense advocated by Nietzsche, the museum can enable
memory and generate pride, strength, and clout; however, when abused as in the case of The
Museum of Innocence, collection can cripple its curator.
Furthermore, Pamuk’s discourse on the museum evokes the notion of “belatedness” that
allegedly afflicts Turkish psyche, that is, the notion that the Turks lag behind the West in terms
of modernization. In his musings about the authenticity of collecting, Kemal says, “when the true
collector, on whose efforts these museums depend, gathers together his first objects, he almost
never asks himself what will be the ultimate fate of his hoard” (Museum 73). Immediately Kemal
makes a self-deprecating distinction between the efforts of a “true,” bona fide collector—who is
likely Western, by the virtue of the fact that museums were created in the West—and himself, an
Easterner unversed in the art of curation. He further denigrates his project by accusing himself of
inauthenticity; from the very beginning, he did have in mind “the ultimate fate of his hoard”—a
commemoration of his love for Füsun—unlike the supposedly more open-minded Western
collector. Kemal continues, saying, “When their first pieces passed into their hands, the first true
collectors—who would later exhibit, categorize, and catalog their great collections (in the first
catalogs, which were the first encyclopedias)—initially never recognized these objects for what
they were” (Museum 73). Here Kemal praises these “first” collections by Westerners as “great”;
the inclusion of the adjective “first” is not unintentional, for again it reinforces the Turkish
notion of belatedness: modern Westerners inaugurated the museum and exploited its power,
while the Turks remain behind. Indeed, Kemal later goes on the say, “While the West takes pride
in itself, most of the rest of the world lives in shame” (Museum 518). This invokes Edward
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Said’s Orientalism more than anything, as for Said, “the relationship between the Occident and
the Orient is a relationship…of domination” by the West (Said 5).
In a tongue-in-cheek line, Kemal also locates Turkey on the edge of the modern.
Discussing the origins of Western hegemony, he says the West assumes its power by recognizing
its misdeeds and placing them in the museum, another prerequisite for modernity that the
Turkish Republic falls short of in the eyes of Pamuk. “If the objects that bring us shame are
displayed in a museum, they are immediately transformed into possessions in which to take
pride,” says Kemal (Museum 518). This nods to the Western tradition of documenting the many
injustices it has perpetrated against marginalized peoples; the fact that Western governments
acknowledge their pasts, however reprehensible, in the museum somehow “transforms” the
atrocities into a source of national pride and endows the country with a sense of history. Kemal’s
remark, while somewhat sarcastic and cynical, takes on greater meaning in light of the Armenian
genocide, which Pamuk has famously called upon the Turkish government to recognize. In 2006,
he told a Swiss magazine, “One million Armenians and 30,000 Kurds were killed in these lands
and no one but me dares talk about it” (Adams). This led to widespread condemnation of Pamuk
in Turkey and court charges of “insulting Turkishness.” Juxtaposed against the history of
Western nations documenting their own misdeeds, Turkey’s refusal to acknowledge its role in
the genocide—it contests the number of killings on both sides and as such disputes the label of
genocide—thus disqualifies them from being considered modern in this sense.
By orienting the discussion of the museum within the context of Western civilization,
Pamuk again indicates that Turkey, as a part of the East, is not fully modern. He achieves this by
unfavorably contrasting the traits of Kemal to those of a “true” Western collector, who in a
Nietzschean sense uses the museological to enable memory, unlike Kemal. Moreover, Pamuk
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additionally insinuates that the Turkish denial of the Armenian genocide is at odds with the
museum’s mission to acknowledge past mistakes.
On the Periphery of the Present
Notwithstanding Pamuk’s comments about orientalism and hegemony, one could also
compellingly argue that The Museum of Innocence is largely a meditation on time. The novel’s
basic premise forces the reader to confront this periphery, for its protagonist proposes the
temporal fallacy that one can inhabit both past and present. Kemal endeavors to live “in the
present” with his late love, Füsun, by filling the eponymous museum with objects either
reminiscent of her or directly taken from her family’s home. That Kemal created the Museum of
Innocence almost necessitates his peripherality to the present, for his project is to freeze Füsun in
time. Kemal, though he claims otherwise, fails to distinguish between a temporal periphery and
center, failing, in effect, to distinguish between his past and present. Kierkegaard’s Repetition
and Mikhail Bakhtin’s concept of chronotope will demonstrate the error of such a notion.
Kemal’s eight-year-long saga with Füsun is strikingly analogous to the plot of
Kierkegaard’s Repetition, a treatise that can illuminate the folly of Kemal’s time-defying project
to inhabit past and present. (This would not be the first time Pamuk has borrowed from
philosophy: The White Castle literalizes Hegel’s Master/Slave Dialectic.) In Repetition,
Kierkegaard distinguishes between the states of repetition and recollection, the former salutary,
the latter dangerous (Kierkegaard). For Kierkegaard, the pleasure of repetition entails reliving the
joys of an individual moment, including anticipation. Recollection—the disease Kemal so
acutely suffers from—conversely entails reimagining the memories of the past. This process of
remembering the past lacks the active, anticipatory pleasure of repetition and for Kierkegaard,
consigns one to a frustrating, ineluctable melancholy: “recollection is a beautiful old woman with
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whom one is never satisfied at the moment; repetition is a beloved wife of whom one never
wearies for one becomes weary only of what is new” (Kierkegaard 135). The Museum of
Innocence is inextricably tied to Kierkegaard’s notion of recollection and its corresponding
unhappiness. “Recollection has the great advantage that it begins with the loss,” says
Kierkegaard. “The reason it is safe and secure is that it has nothing to lose” (Kierkegaard 136).
Kemal has the great advantage that he, too, begins with loss. In terms of collecting Füsun’s
household items during his thrice-weekly visits to Füsun’s house, the reason he is safe and secure
is that he has nothing to lose.
During his visits to Füsun’s house, Kemal—who narrates the novel via the character of
Orhan Pamuk (see the following section on metafictional peripheries)—reminds the reader of the
importance of remaining in the present moment. This, for Kemal, is the how he—the brooder par
excellence who is both emotionally and physically ruined at the novel’s close—can end his sad
story claiming, “Let everyone know I lived a very happy life.” Kemal explains to Pamuk:
In Physics Aristotle makes a distinction between time and the single moments he
describes as the ‘present.’ Single moments are—like Aristotle’s atoms—indivisible,
unbreakable things. But Time is the line that links these indivisible moments. Though
Tarık Bey asked us to forget Time—that line connecting one present moment to the
next—no one except for idiots and amnesiacs can succeed in forgetting it altogether. A
person can only try to be happy and forget Time, and this we all do. (Museum 287)
In an Aristotelian sense, then, Kemal attempts to evade Time:
My life has taught me that remembering Time—that line connecting all the moments
Aristotle call the present—is for most of us a rather painful business…but sometimes
these moments we call the ‘present’ can bring us enough happiness to last me the rest of
my entire life, and it was to preserve these happy moments for the future that I picked up
so many objects large and small that Füsun had touched, and took them away with me.
(Museum 288)
However lyrical, Kemal’s insistence on living in the “present” rests on shaky logical ground and
becomes ironic upon considering Kemal also calls his museum “a place where one could live
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with the dead” (Museum 503). How can he reconcile this seemingly obvious antinomy between
claiming to live in the present and creating a monument to Füsun’s past? The very act of
collecting “present” moments for the purpose of reminiscing about them later is inherently
recollective in the Kierkegaardian sense in that it proscribes existing in the present moment. Here
one discovers a temporal periphery to which Kemal will never admit: he is condemned to live on
the periphery of the present, despite his great and rather erudite protestations to the contrary. In
fact, the length at which he speaks about Time and time suggests his preoccupation with the
matter; the mere act of reconstructing and retelling his story to the character of Pamuk in the
novel is an intensely recollective act as well.
Sibel Erol, with the help of the Russian Formalists, links Kemal’s temporal situation to
his social class’ failure to inhabit modernity in an article in the International Journal of Middle
East Studies. Using Bakhtin’s notion of the chronotope, Erol perceptively situates the Istanbul
bourgeoisie at a temporal periphery of modernity. First, a definition of the chronotope is
necessary: It combines a particular time and space to endow a concept or worldview with new,
unique meaning in an artistic context; for Bakhtin, “spatial and temporal indicators are fused into
one carefully thought-out, concrete whole” to produce the chronotope (Erol 657).	
  For example,
Erol notes that Ellis Island (spatial indicator) at the turn of the 20th century (temporal indicator)
evokes a specific time, context, and meaning (the American dream that hard-working immigrants
in this epoch are eager to work towards). More specifically, Bakhtin writes that in the
chronotope, “time, as it were, thickens, takes on flesh, becomes artistically visible” (Bakhtin 84).
Time and place thus “embed” each other “and through their convergence…encode a specific
worldview” (Erol 657).
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The Museum of Innocence, in its literal objectification of Füsun, embeds both time (the
eight years during which Kemal collected the objects) and place (the museum was originally
Füsun’s old home from which Kemal stole many of the objects). Together they help encode
Kemal’s doomed courtship, which is characterized by a particular type of melancholy unique to
Istanbul: hüzün. To this point, the novel’s extensive indexation of his 1,593 visits to Füsun’s
home both “thickens time” and ingrains in the reader Kemal’s weekly suffering, thus
contributing to the reader’s awareness of the chronotope of Istanbul: hüzün. In turn, the
chronotope underlines Kemal’s peripheral relationship to the present. However many objects he
collects, however reminiscent of Füsun they are, they will never constitute her nor allow him to
reenact his time with her.
Erol points out that Pamuk has (rather speciously, in her opinion) ascribed the hüzün of
the post-Ottoman period in Turkey to the chronotope of modern Istanbul throughout his oeuvre.
Owing to the success of his memoir Istanbul, the word hüzün has become a metonym for the allconsuming melancholy purportedly intrinsic to Istanbul following the collapse of the Ottoman
Empire. While other scholars have noted that “all the books of Orhan Pamuk, in their own way,
breathe certain sadnesses,” Erol contests the manner in which Pamuk deploys the chronotope of
Istanbul to collapse time and position himself as the inheritor of hüzün in his writing (Almond).
However, Pamuk’s return to the particular sadness of post-Ottoman Turkey is not as
contrived as Erol implies. In fact, it contributes to The Museum of Innocence’s commentary on
the bourgeoisie’s inability to inhabit modernity. Pamuk’s choice to encode the chronotope of
Istanbul before modernization suggests a contemporary longing for a more authentic, less fraught
Turkish past. By evoking hüzün—a sadness ostensibly unique to Turkey during the incipient
stages of its modernization in the 1920s—in a novel set in the 1970s, Pamuk suggests that
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feelings of loss endure, that modernization did not usher the country into “modernity” without
lasting consequences. That the modern bourgeoisie feels hüzün—despite Erol’s allegations of
anachronism—creates nostalgia for Ottoman Empire, a Turkey before modernization. By
deploying the chronotope of Istanbul before modernization, Pamuk temporally expresses
reservations about Atatürk’s forced modernization of Turkey on behalf of this bourgeoisie.
Pamuk on the Periphery: Metafiction
The physical Museum of Innocence opened in May 2012 in Istanbul’s antiques district.
The top floor of the museum—supposedly Füsun’s family home—displays Pamuk’s early drafts
and drawings, in addition to a bed ostensibly belonging to Kemal. While this floor is
comparatively smaller than each of the preceding floors in terms of size and ornament, it is one
of the most significant parts of the museum. Here, casual visitors who may not have read the
book experience Pamuk’s trademark metafictional sensibility whether they realize it or not. Near
the bed, a caption notes that Kemal lived in this room between 2000 and 2007 while Orhan
Pamuk listened to his story. It is not clarified whether this is Orhan Pamuk the character or the
author. Some visitors, assuming this was Pamuk the author, have expressed dismay at this
perceived sleight-of-hand, believing the novel to actually be a true story. However, at the end of
the novel, readers learn that The Museum of Innocence is actually narrated by a character named
Orhan Pamuk, who is telling Kemal’s story for him. This is much easier to discern: “Hello! This
is Orhan Pamuk!” he exclaims (Museum 516). That Pamuk (the author) omitted this crucial
detail in his museum is no attempt to cruelly mislead less perspicacious visitors; rather, this note
exists in the service of metafiction, asking Museum readers and Museum visitors to reconsider
the rigid domains of fiction and reality.
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Metafiction of course refers to a work that self-consciously calls attention to the fact that
it is a fiction. Works in this strain of fiction interrupt John Gardner’s vision of fiction as “a vivid
and continuous dream” and contest the “notion of the novelist as God, through the flaunting of
the novelist’s God-like role, [and] the authority of consciousness, of the mind” (Waugh).
Metafiction can activate intertextual relationships with other works in the literary tradition (and
thus facilitate a dialectic), “rewrite or re-represent the past in fiction and in history,” and, in the
case of The Museum of Innocence, interrogate the binaries of reality and fantasy, truth and fiction
(Hutcheon 209).
The similarities between events in The Museum of Innocence and Pamuk’s
memoir, Istanbul: Memories and the City further invite speculation and reexamination of this
relationship between fiction and reality4. For example, in Istanbul one learns that the 19-year-old
Pamuk used to rendezvous with his younger lover in a family apartment, just as Kemal and
Füsun did. And after his lover is tragically sent away to Switzerland, the star-crossed teenage
Pamuk still returns to the gates of her school every day in the hopes of seeing her; this heartbreak
possibly served as inspiration for Kemal’s endless visits to Füsun’s former residence, long after
she’s gone. Istanbul also may suggest that Pamuk’s fascination with doubles (Kemal says at one
point, “had [he] been a girl,” he would look like Füsun) comes from his youthful idea that “there
lived another Orhan so much like me that he could pass for my twin, even my double” (Istanbul
3).
Pamuk is aware of his readers’ awareness of these similarities. “We always ask this
question: Did the writer invent this, or is it that he experienced this? Is this the strength of his
imagination, or is that how interesting his life is? And there’s never an answer,” he told the New
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  To engage in this vein of Romantic literary criticism is to be vulnerable to the affective or intentional fallacy, that
is, the conflation of the author and the narrator. However, in this postmodern situation in which the author and
narrator have the same name, metafictional analysis into author’s personal life is not unwarranted.
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York Times when the museum opened (Fowler). In 2009, following the publication of the novel’s
translation into English, he fielded the same questions: “‘Mr. Pamuk, are you Kemal? Enough.
No, I am not Kemal, but I cannot convince you that I am not Kemal. That is being a novelist’”
(Azimi). These metafictional queries do not encumber but animate Pamuk’s fiction, for “‘the
power of the art of the novel lies on this question of the ambiguity between fiction and reality’”
(Fowler).	
  
Other scholars have taken a dim view of Pamuk’s forays into metafiction, now a staple of
his more recent novels. In particular, some see metafiction as a crutch that ultimately serves little
purpose in his fiction. “The frontal challenge for Orhan Pamuk is to look beyond the
masquerade, to reduce his reliance on the current metafiction of the West,” writes Talat S.
Hallman (Hallman 235). In particular, Halman criticizes the following line from Pamuk’s The
New Life, which for him epitomizes Pamuk’s lack of subtlety in his critique of Western cultural
hegemony; Pamuk writes, “This newfangled plaything called the novel, which is the greatest
invention of Western culture…is none of our culture’s business” (The New Life). This prompts
Halman, one of Turkey’s most eminent academics, to wonder, “Is this Pamuk speaking for
himself—or one of his playthings? Is he beginning to see that by seeming to be imitative he
might become marginal?” (Halman 235). However, beyond this passing remark, Halman does
not explain how exactly Pamuk’s metafictional flourishes marginalize him. It is possible that he
is alluding to generic criticisms of metafiction as a “narcissistic narrative” whose self-reflexivity
eschews function and devolves into artistic decadence, but these are problems hardly unique to
Pamuk’s writing.
Pamuk’s metafictional “insertion” of himself into the text broaches another periphery:
that of the intellectual or writer on the periphery of society; this figure, however, can often utilize
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exile as a creative impetus. While Kemal is purportedly a businessman, his speech and
comportment are often more reminiscent of those of a writer. Recall the previous section on
temporality, in which it is established that Kemal creates the museum as “a place to live with the
dead,” a chiefly recollective space which extricates him from the present moment (which he
falsely claims to inhabit). This inability and unwillingness to engage with the present resembles
the persona of a cloistered author. As the critic and poet Adam Kirsch recently opined, “the
present is made up of precisely the people whom the writer cannot live among, which is why he
subtracts himself from the actual world in order to deposit a version of himself in his writing”
(Kirsch). Joyce Carol Oates has also remarked, “Writers live so much in suspended time it’s
something of a shock to realize that there is a present time” (Oates). Given Kemal’s evident
proclivity for contemplation, it is not unreasonable to argue that he has an archetypal mind of the
writer or intellectual.
Traditionally, society has exiled these figures to the periphery of society—literally or
figuratively. “Journeying from the ‘peripheries’ to the metropolitan ‘centre,’” writes Revathi
Krishnaswamy, “this itinerant intellectual becomes an international figure who at once feels at
home nowhere and everywhere” (Krishnaswamy). In Edward Said’s Reflections on Exile and
Representations of the Intellectual, exile is often a salutary, if painful, condition to inhabit, for it
liberates the either physically or metaphysically exilic figure from all attachments, thus enabling
him to critically scrutinize everything. While Said acknowledges the “anxiety and marginality of
[having] no dwelling at all,” he notes that exile conduces to exceptional creativity. Kemal’s
creation of a cultural artifact in the Museum, for example, demonstrates how it is possible to
“derive some positive things from exile and marginality,” for in the movement “towards the
margins…[one] can see things that are usually lost on minds that have never travelled beyond the
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conventional and comfortable” (Representations). That Kemal, a figurative exile, has gone to the
length of creating a museum would not surprise Said, who writes, “much of the exile’s life is
taken up with compensating for disorienting loss by creating a new world to rule…The exile’s
new world, logically enough, is unnatural and its unreality resembles fiction” (Reflections 181).
Ironically, in the case of the Museum of Innocence, the exile’s new world (in the Museum) is so
unnatural that it now has become a reality. Indeed, if “the novel, a literary form created out of the
unreality of ambition and fantasy, is the form of ‘transcendental homelessness,’”—per Georg
Lukács’ Theory of the Novel—Pamuk’s Museum of Innocence attempts to break ground on a
real-life home for the outsider, one that physically realizes what Walter Benjamin calls the
“dream life” of the collector (Reflections 181). For Said, the exilic figure is a sine qua non for the
development of modernity, considering that “modern Western culture is in large part the work of
exiles” (Reflections 137). Thus, in this particular periphery, the marginal populace is not left on
the periphery of the modern; contrarily, its very marginality enables it to attain modernity.
National Allegory
“The collector is a recurrent theme in Pamuk’s works,” writes Catharina Dufft in
Literature and Cultural Memory. “He or she is usually not content with the present reality. This
is typical, since the collector in general tends to be a character that experiences a sense of
incompleteness. The collected good is supposed to fill the void. Thus the act of collecting gives
continuity to the collector’s disoriented life” (Dufft 195). This is a near-perfect analysis of The
Museum of Innocence’s protagonist, Kemal, who obsessively collects Füsun’s household
belongings to both compensate for his incompleteness without her and stabilize his chaotic life.
Dufft continues, assigning a historical dimension to Füsun’s objects: “the collection of private
memories thus turns into a collection of 1970s’ Istanbul” (Dufft 197). Kemal’s collection, a
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paean to an Füsun, thus becomes a museum in a more historical sense, for it captures the
zeitgeist of 1970s’ Istanbul.
Dufft’s analysis recalls Fredric Jameson’s controversial essay, “Third-World Literature in
the Era of Multinational Capitalism,” for it corresponds to Jameson’s thesis that all “third-world”
texts are national allegories. “Third-world texts, even those which are seemingly private and
invested with a properly libidinal dynamic,” Jameson contends, “necessarily project a political
dimension in the form of national allegory: the story of the private individual destiny is always
an allegory of the embattled situation of the public third-world culture and society” (Jameson
69). While Jameson’s is an impossibly global—and often frustrating—formulation, it becomes
apposite within the context of The Museum of Innocence: the misfortune of Kemal’s private
individual destiny allegorizes the 1970s’ Istanbul bourgeoisie’s embattled situation with regard
to inhabiting the modern condition. More broadly—and damningly—it offers a spectacular
indictment of Atatürk’s principles of modernization, otherwise known as Kemalism. That Pamuk
chose to name his protagonist Kemal is a clear onomastic nod to Kemalism, whose pillars of
republicanism, populism, secularism, revolutionism, nationalism, and statism appear to varying
degrees in Kemal. Kemalism has left a decidedly mixed legacy on Turkey, one embodied by
Kemal’s ever-vacillating fortunes.
Regardless of whether “third-world literature” necessarily doubles as national allegory, Orhan
Pamuk avers that the universalizing ability of the private or personal in third world fiction can draw
attention to global peripheries:
The late John Updike once wrote that all third world writers are influenced by Faulkner. I
am one of them. Faulkner showed us that our subject matter may be provincial, away
from the centers of the West and politically troubled, yet one can write about it in a very
personal and inventive way and be read all over the world. (“By the Book”)
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Once again, however, modernity complicates matters, entailing developments in Turkey
that strike Pamuk both salutary and deleterious. “‘Turkey is getting richer and I think it's
changing for the better. But this success causes some destruction to the old textures of Istanbul
and, unfortunately, that means modernity’” (MacEacheran). Modernity has a host of
connotations, but it is generally a condition to which many second- and third-world nations such
as Turkey aspire. Pamuk complicates that aspiration in this novel, reminding his readers of the
vicissitudes of this quest to be modern. Pamuk may suggest a sort of consolation then: the
bourgeoisie’s failure to enact the modern is not so unfortunate. The objects in The Museum of
Innocence and The Museum of Innocence faithfully record their tribulations and document how
the gradual march of modernity implicated 1970s’ Istanbul at the level of the sexual,
psychological, museological, temporal, and metafictional. Perhaps Jameson’s hypothesis—that
the personal is a metaphor for the political in third-world literature—holds true for reality as well
as fiction, as the growing pains that both Pamuk and Turkey experience appear to parallel each
other. Pamuk captures this sentiment best in his memoir, arriving with some consternation at a
familiar paradox: “We only acquire our own identity by imitating others” (Istanbul 271).
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